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find themselves burdened with dissatisfaction, disconnection, and self-
doubt. Shame in its healthful and unhealthy forms, and how to make wise
use of it •Many men— Emotional literacy—s going to take some serious
inner function— With To become a Man, this acclaimed psychotherapist and
romantic relationship expert gives a groundbreaking and deeply
insightful guide to masculine power and fulfillment.   In this book,
readers will explore: • How your past may be dominating your current
•despite achieving great jobs and lifestyles— How to disempower your
internal critic • Robert Augustus Masters has helped thousands of men
work through such problems, by facing their unresolved wounds and shame,
getting their head, center, and guts into full-blooded alignment.an
important skill for relational well-getting • Releasing sex from the
obligation to cause you to feel much better • How vulnerability could be
a way to obtain strength • Getting your shadow (whatever you’ve disowned
in yourself) out from the dark • Sign up for Robert Augustus Masters to
discover what’ Understanding and outgrowing pornography • Finding the
heartland of true masculine power If you’ve go through your share of
popular suggestions on human relationships and being a guy—but realize
on a gut level that it’  To become a Man is an excellent entry into the
modern challenge of embracing a mindful, considerate, passionate, and
fully embodied masculinity. What females need from guys •s had a need to
enter a manhood as strongly empowered as it is vulnerable, a manhood at
home with intimate romantic relationship and with existence itself.
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necessary reading for all men who are focused on the path of self-
mastery amazing book. I purchased it for my 18-year-old son. This is a
book that I'll refer back to again and again. an excellent read for
women (that i am one) and also men- since most of us have inner
masculines AND feminines. Somebody who could become angry, but no longer
aggressive. I purchased this book for him as the author does a good job
of laying it all out in a manner that that's reasonable and simple
enough to learn. The antithesis of a shortcut. i get yourself a LOT out
of dealing with him and reading his books.the info in this book on
eroticizing our wounds (acting out our harm through sexual channels) and
pornography unplugged (facing the pain that drives us towards porn) is
indeed illuminating! i am merely committed to my own awakening also to
the awakening of the world at large. porn is normal- everyone watches
it!). there's much shame and deep discomfort and wounding underneath
these apparently normal, 'every guy does it' behaviors/attitudes- but
you would never find out about it if you only stayed on the top and did
not possess the courage to dive deep and appearance at the unconscious
conditioning that is running you as well as your seemingly conscious
options. However, not in a pumped up, rah rah, I could do this type of
way. All guys should read this reserve especially fathers and men having
difficulty in romantic relationships.as i stated in this initial review
i am updating- that is a great book for women (as i am one). What Your
Dad Should Have Recognized to Tell You This book is like having the
father you always craved sit down and explain the nuts and bolts of how
to be a man.we recommend all of his books but easily had to say top 4- i
would say it's this one, transformation through intimacy, spiritual
bypassing and psychological intimacy. also his audio reserve on 'knowing
your shadow'.i feel that shadow work is so key right now as so much
violence and darkness is performing out on the planet today. as jung
stated 'enlightenment is not about imagining statistics of Light but of
making the darkness conscious'. in spiritual communities just focusing
on Appreciate and Light- the missing piece of shadow work is actually
the downfall and the inclination towards spiritual bypassing is in fact
keeping people stuck in deeply wounding patterns they action out of but
cannot see because they're blinded by their own Light. 'the brighter the
Light the darker the shadow'.My father was recently identified as having
a terminal disease. (also to be clear i am simply upon this route and am
not really enlightened. i feel ALL men could benefit from reading simply
those two chapters taking into consideration sex addiction and porn
addiction are therefore prevalent and so easily normalized (men have a
high sex get- it's biological! blessed become!)powerful read! Masters is
quite straight forward and obvious about the foundation of manhood and
the useful skills men have to feel confident about themselves and to
open up their hearts to others. i've learned a lot about my own internal
masculine and what i need to anchor into more deeply within myself so
that i can experience its reflection in my own outer life by means of



men in my own life and in regards to intimate romantic relationship. Dr.
i highly recommend! His body-centered method of psychology is very
humane and grounded in being truly a good husband, responsible neighbor
and throughout nice guy with clear boundaries. Most impactful/important
publication I've read I normally like doing long, thorough book reviews.
And I wish to do that for this reserve. Business and personal funds are
a constant stress and struggle.My title of the review says everything.
And I'm not really speaking hyperbolically. This book has opened my eye
and center to wisdom and power I've never before experienced. I have
hope now that I have never before possessed in having the ability to
live a wealthy and meaningful existence. I wasn't hopeless before. Great
read. accurate mastery is normally integration of both- and knowing our
shadow (versus only living in our Light) is the true way to mastery in
my experience. etc. But I don't want wait around until I've time to do
that before sharing briefly what I believed. Having read and adored
Spiritual Bypassing, I bought this reserve because as a therapist who
works with men, getting a way for connecting with mature masculine power
can be something that's very badly required. And optimism I have in
improving all those areas of my life and those relationships is
considerably increased due to scanning this book.any man who's on a deep
journey of self awareness and self mastery and who truly really wants to
see his stuff, take accountability for this and move through it should
read this book and better yet do use robert (he does personal work and
men's groups). A lot of stuff I already knew, but to be honest- I didn't
buy it for myself. i've performed personal and couple's use robert and
am presently in his shadow function training. Loads of insights in this
publication, and practices that will get you in touch with your shadow,
your hidden grief, and the young boy who reminds you you are a model of
perfection, if only you can practice remembering it. I bought this book
for him because the author does a good job of laying everything out in a
way . Recommended for all men and women as well.. It's a very centered,
grounded, honest, vulnerable, perhaps slow but lasered in on the total
core and best things sort of way. very deep and insightful. I'd like him
to grow up to be a real man- not a blowhard or braggart or guy who
disrespects himself and others- including women. I want him to be
sensitive to life and not be ashamed of it. In desire him to be
respectful to character and kind to pets, but I want him to grow solid
for when the storms of existence come and he has to operate against
them. (initial wrote this on august 2nd 2015)i am updating this review
to add a bit more. A good counterbalance to the dysfunctional messages
by which young men are inundated by newscasts, movies, video gaming,
Television , porn, Internet... He just has a month or two to live.
Sacred masculine power This is another fantastic book by Dr. Masters.
I've been married for 17 years (yesterday) and have a 15 12 months old
daughter, 12 calendar year old boy, and a 9 year old child. Dr. Masters
is very real and will be offering his own personal experiences to



augment his points and does therefore eloquently. That is a reserve I
wish I read growing up, it would have preserved me from believing a lot
of the nonsense males and young men get programmed to believe that
doesn't really serve them. But hardly ever saw the path forward with
such honest clarity as I do now. Quite surprised and wowed by the
content and teachings of this book.. Very useful book although i did not
finish reading it Very helpful book although i did so not finish reading
it yet Be the Modification You intend to See in Yourself A primary call
to males to go through the shame and guilt layered on us all as young
boys. A classic powerful go through if you’re looking to change yourself
in the ways that only a genuine man can. No more are the times of the
emotionally illiterate, stoic, unmoved hero. Here, we see the man as
something more whole. Something soft and also solid. Something
interested and supportive. not forgetting women have got husbands, sons,
brothers, father, lovers, friends- which book will help you understand
males more. And yet still the quickest most effective way to the true
change and development I seek. A publication that should be browse by
every guy, gay or straight, huge or small, youthful and previous, in
this age group. This is one way the future becomes. What real men ought
to know. if you are prepared for it- it can change your life. as a
woman- if i hear that somebody has read this book AND has actually done
deep, committed function around the items it brings up it will speak
volumes to me about that man's integrity and willingness/dedication to
his own private growth path (no simply reading the reserve or doing one
shadow function session is not enough- this work takes a total
dedication and weekly if not really everyday practice). Five Stars Yes
Five Stars Excellent way to obtain information for how to have more
empathy. Manlihood A great book to read about the real integrity of man.
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